Welcome message

Welcome to the new “website "of the Portuguese Stroke Society (SPAVC). The technological evolution requires adaptations for a better pursuit of our purposes. These include being in touch with people who professionally devote themselves particularly to cerebrovascular disease, with health-care professionals in general, and with the population, providing the most adequate information to prevent and treat cerebrovascular disease.

We consider this tool very important for our fight against Stroke, which is a central part of Cerebrovascular Disease. Thus, we intend to contribute, as quickly as possible, to reduce the mortality and impairment rates associated with Stroke, that nowadays represent some of the highest in Europe.

In this website you will find information on the activities we have done, are doing, and plan to do in the near future.

To Governmental Entities and Scientific Societies in particular, we offer our collaboration and request their help in this urgent and worthy fight for the Portuguese Society.